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ladder.Police in the French-speaking province of Congratulatory Message to Mohammad 
Quebec where the incident took place said that 

Zamir they soon found the pilot unharmed, but suffering 
MQM Canada, Montreal Chapter is very glad to from shock.They also quickly tracked down one of 
have you elected as the Unopposed President of the prisoners – Benjamin Hudon-Barbeau – along 
The Association ofConservative Party of Canada with his two outside accomplices. The 36-year-old 
LaSalle-Emard, Quebec.MQM Montreal interacts appeared to have been injured, according to 

Quebec Provincial Police.Danny Provencal, the 
other inmate, was later found holed up in a rural 
shack and surrendered, they said.The incident 
marks the first time that a helicopter has been 
used in a jailbreak in Quebec.Radio Canada said 
Hudon-Barbeau has ties to the Hells Angels 
motorcycle club, which is considered an 
organised crime syndicate by the US Department 
of Justice. There was no word about Provencal’s 
background.Media reports also suggested that 
the inmates had held a gun to the helicopter pilot’s 
head during their escape.The four involved in the 
jailbreak will appear in court in Saint-Jerome 
Monday to face charges.

Survival of Pakistan depends on elections, 
says Shahbaz
LAHORE: Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif has said 
that such people should not be included in 
caretaker setup as would make the election 
doubtful, making the public lose confidence in 
polls, because the survival of Pakistan depends 
on the polls. He stated this while talking to PML-N 
leaders Samiullah Khan and Uzma Bukhari here with you quite often and we feel that you are one of 
on Sunday.Shahbaz said a unanimous strategy the best candidate to serve the communities of the 

riding.We believe you will continue to serve all the 
communities in LaSalle-Emard and with the help 
of your team you will not only bring Pakistani 
community together and close to each other but 
will also bring Pakistani Community close to the 
other communities of riding.At the same time we 
would like to congratulate all other outgoing 
andincoming Office Bearers of the Association to 
get elected and we strongly believe with your team 
work you will definitely make the communities 
stronger.

Convicts caught after daring Quebec 
helicopter jailbreak
MONTREAL: Two prisoners who staged a daring 
weekend escape from jail in eastern Canada 
using a hijacked helicopter have been re-arrested, 
authorities said on Monday.The inmates were 

was essential for holding general elections in a 
transparent manner and the slots of caretaker 
prime minister and chief ministers for the 
provinces should have such persons as were 
eligible for these offices. He said that instead of 
bringing chief ministers of one’s own choice 
through one-sided action in Sindh and 
Balochistan, able and honest personalities should 
be selected through wide range consultation.He 
said the PML-N was in favour of holding elections 
across the country on the same day. He said the 
PML-N had set a practical example of meaningful 
consultation in connection with the caretaker 
setup and had proposed the names of able 
personalities, having good repute, for the 
caretaker setup upon which the entire nation was 
in unison.The CM said Punjab government of 

lifted out of Saint-Jerome prison near Montreal on PML-N had served the masses with sincerity 
Sunday by accomplices who had seized a during last five years and that’s why it had become 
helicopter, forcing its pilot to hover over the jail the most popular party of country and would get 
rooftop while the two were hauled up on a rope thumping success in elections.
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Musharraf allies with MQM different programmes launched in the year 2012 and it itself as a significant arms supplier to a growing number 
also worked.However, the March 23 gathering is taking of important recipient states,” Paul Holtom, director of KARACHI: All Pakistan Muslim League head Gen (retd) 
place even under more favourable circumstances for the SIPRI Arms Transfers Programme, said in a Pervez Musharraf, who is returning to Pakistan on 
the PTI now whose members have just undergone a statement.The shift, outlined in SIPRI’s Trends in March 24, has entered into an electoral alliance with the 
very vibrant exercise in form of the party elections. International Arms Transfers report, marks China’s first 
Moreover, its members also believe that the March 23 time as a top-five arms exporter since the think tank’s 
show would mark the launch of the PTI’s election 1986-1990 data period.now the world’s second-largest 
campaign and this may, once again, put its rival parties economy, China’s rise has come with a new sense of 
in Punjab and KPK, particularly the PML-N, in a testing military assertiveness with a growing budget to develop 
time with not much time left in the end of its term and its modern warfare equipment including aircraft carriers 
resultant inability to utilise state resources again the and drones.”Pakistan – which accounted for 55 per cent 
PTI. of Chinese arms exports – is likely to remain the largest 

recipient of Chinese arms in the coming years due to Rehman Malik to be indicted for contempt of 
large outstanding and planned orders for combat 

court aircraft, submarines and frigates,” SIPRI said.
ISLAMABAD: The Supreme Court of Pakistan ordered 

Supreme Court extends Italian ambassador's on Monday for the former federal interior minister 
travel ban to April 2Rehman Malik to be indicted on Mar 25 over a contempt 

of court notice issued over the case pertainging to New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Monday ordered 
Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM)  the second corruption in the Pakistan Steel Mills, DawnNews Italy's Ambassador to India Daniele Mancini not to leave 
largest party in Sindh.it is learnt. According to sources, reported.A three-member bench of the apex court the country till April 2, when the next hearing into the 
the MQM will not field any candidate against him on NA- killing of two Kerala fishermen allegedly by two Italian 
250 (Clifton-Defence) and would strongly support him. marines is scheduled.The apex court further indicated 
The decision has been attributed to the deliberations of that all authorities should take appropriate steps on the 
the Rabita Committee due to the efforts of MQM Quaid order restraining the Italian envoy from leaving the 
Altaf Hussain and Sindh Governor Ishratul Ebad. The country.Mancini, meanwhile, told the apex court that he 
MQM will also cooperate in Musharraf’s welcome when 
he returns.

PTI show may put PML-N to test once again
LAHORE: GATHERING of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) at Minar-e-Pakistan on March 23 may not 
only help it regain its lost ground it had attained in post-
October 2011 scenario but it may put rival parties, 
particularly the PML-N, to a real test in the election 
arena.Though the apparent agenda of the public headed by Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhamma Chudhry 
meeting is the oath-taking of the 80,000 office-bearers resumed the hearing over the case pertaining to 
of the party elected through party elections, yet contempt of court against the former federal 
according to the PTI stalwarts, the party will stage a minister.During the hearing Rehman Malik said that with 
bigger show even than that of 2011 which may attract the submission of his apology, he had left himself at the 
even more numbers of political workers and increase had complete immunity under the Vienna Convention.mercy of the court.He added that it was in the court’s 
the party’s strength further.The PTI leaders claim that The apex court said that it would not accept nor does it domain to reject or accept his apology.The court 

believe the ambassador's statement, as he had lost ordered for the proceedings over the case to continue 
trust of the court by going back on his word.Against the and appointed Advocate General of Pakistan Irfan 
backdrop of mounting pressure from the Indian Qadir as the prosecutor in the case.Rehman Malik had 
Government to send back the two marines to face trial tendered an apology letter to the SC on Feb 28 this year 
for shooting a pair of fishermen off the Kochi coast, after the court had sought a written explanation of the 
Mancini had earlier said Rome is not an enemy of New reasons for change of the FIA team investigating the 
Delhi, and added that this case should be solved by alleged corruption of Rs26 billion in Pakistan Steel Mills.
consensual means.Sales to Pakistan boost China to world’s top five 

arms exporters 29th MQM Foundation Day and 73rd Pakistan 
BEIJING: China has become the world’s fifth-largest 

Resolution Dayarms exporter, a respected Sweden-based think tank 
MQM Canada, Montreal Chapter commemorated the 29th said on Monday, its highest ranking since the Cold War, 
MQM Foundation Day and 73rd Pakistan Resolution Day with Pakistan as the main recipient.China’s volume of as compared to the 2011 Minar-e-Pakistan show, the 
on 17th of March 2013. Member of Parliament from weapons exports between 2008 and 2012 rose 162 per number of the participants would double this time. 
Pierrefonds-Dollard, Madam Lysane Blanchette Lamothe cent compared to the previous five year period, with its According to the party leadership, nearly 0.5 million 
was the Chief Guest. In her brief address Madam Lamothe share of the global arms trade rising from 2 per cent to 5 people from Lahore and adjoining areas had turned up 

at Minar-e-Pakistan on October 30, 2011.The PTI show 
of power in 2011 at the same venue eventually led to the 
arrival of many bigwigs into its fold but somehow it could 
not maintain its momentum in the later period when the 
PML-N went extra mile to recede the PTI Tsunami in 
Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.Noted political 
figures like former PML-N acting President Makhdoom 
Javed Hashmi (PML-N), former Foreign Minister Shah 
Mehmood Qureshi (PPP), Ex-Governor Punjab Mian 
Azhar (PML-Q), former federal ministers Jehangir 
Tareen (PML-F), Syed Iftikhar Hussein Gilani, former 
State Minister Afzal Sindhu (PPP) and many other 
noted groups from Punjab and KPK joined the PTI in 

pleasantly surprised all the guests by saying in Urdu, and around the period of the October 2011 gathering. per cent, the Stockholm International Peace Research 
“Youm-e-Qarardad-e-Pakistan Mubarak” and at the same Later, some of the figures like Mohammed Khan Hoti, Institute (SIPRI) said.China replaces Britain in the top 
time Madam Lamothe congratulated all the guests for the Syed Iftikhar Hussein Gilani, Iftikhar Khattak and five arms-dealing countries between 2008 and 2012, a 
29th MQMFoundation Day.Member MQM Montreal Shahid Akram Bhinder quit PTI and joined the PML-N group dominated by the United States and Russia, 
Chapter Nadeem Rehman started the program by 

due to successful lobbying by the leaders of PML-N. which accounted for 30 per cent and 26 per cent of greetingall the Honorable Guests. Mr. Bashir Hussain 
The PML-N also put maximum efforts to minimize the weapons exports, SIPRI said.“China is establishing offered Tilawat-e-Quran-e-Kareem.Mr.Nadeem presented 
influence of PTI on youth which was clearly reflected in 
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a brief summary of MQM Montreal activities. He then festgenerally begins from the New Moon day during the PML-Q, JUI-F, BNP-Awami, PPP and independent 
invited Member MQM Chapter Committee Mr. Kaleem Tamil month of Maasi. The festival which began on members.Official sources told The News that the 
Ullah who led rest of the program.Mr. Kaleem Ullah March 11 will end today (March 17). The festival has Balochistan Governor Secretariat has received 
requested some very prominent and social personalities been attracting a large number of residents in the area. resignations of the 34 provincial ministers. Of them, 
ofcommunity to share their views in reference of the Strings of electric lights adorning the temple tower, walls resignations of 18 provincial ministers were accepted, 
day.Event ended at serving the delicious Dinner and Cake. o f  t h e  K a i r a v e n i  P u s h k a r a n i  a n d  t h e  the sources added.As the outgoing chief minister 

neerazhimandapam presented a pleasant sight. Nawab Aslam Raisani assured that the provincial Violence during Bangladesh opposition's stir
The first three days of the festival was devoted to Lord assembly will be dissolved on Tuesday (tomorrow), at Some 100 vehicles across Bangladesh were smashed 
Parthasarathy and the rest were dedicated to least 34 ministers and advisers in his government or set on fire in the early hours of a non-stop 48 hour 
Narasimhar, Ramar and Ranganathar. The concluding announced they were joining the opposition in order to strike Monday demanding release of opposition 
day (March 17) is devoted to Gajendravaradarajar gain a say in the caretaker set up.The newly formed activists detained in a police raid on their party 
Swamy.“Elaborate arrangements were made by the opposition is led by Nawabzada Tariq Magsi while the headquarters.In capital Dhaka and elsewhere in the 
temple authorities for the safety of the devotees. other members include different factions of the PML-Q South Asian country, where 'hartal' has become a very 
Rescue team of about 10 swimmers were provided by and others, who have enjoyed privileges of ministers common form of protest in the recent months, scores of 
the Tamil Nadu Fire and Rescue Services. Police during the last five years.The sources confided that the cocktail and handmade bombs were exploded, leaving 
personnel were deployed to prevent petty thefts,” said JUI-F and BNP-Awami, the other majority coalition 
R. Jagannathan, Deputy Commissioner, HR & CE. For partners, are also ready to set up another bloc on the 
better ambience, lights were installed in the garden opposition benches.With the strength of the members 
around the tank and on the four corners of the of the treasury benches in the Balochistan Assembly 
neerazhimandapam. shrinking with everypassing day, Chief Minister, Nawab 

Muhammad Aslam Raisani has formally announced to Over 85 million voters to use right of franchise: 
send the advice of dissolving the provincial assembly to 

ECP the Governor, Nawab Zulfiqar Ali Magsi, on March 19
ISLAMABAD: The Election Commission of Pakistan Loadshedding will not end till 2019(ECP) on Sunday released the final electoral rolls 

ISLAMABAD: The Planning Commission (PC) has disclosing that over 85 million voters will exercise their 
estimated that even if all the power projects are right of franchise in the upcoming general election.The 
completed within their envisaged deadlines, commission said troops would be deployed in and 
loadshedding in Pakistan will still continue till 2019-20, o u t s i d e  t h e  s e n s i t i v e  p o l l i n g  s t a t i o n s  
The News has learnt.These include hydel, thermal, dozens of people including law enforcers injured, countrywide.According to the list, 8,57,38,789 voters 
nuclear and wind projects plus imports of electricity from Xinhua news agency reported.Riot police shot rubber 
Iran and the Central Asian Republics (CARs). In his bullets and lobbed tear gas shells to disperse stone 
farewell address, Prime Minister Raja Pervaiz Ashraf throwing pro-hartal activists who attempted to block 
had conceded his government’s failure to overcome the roads and bring out procession along the major city 
energy crisis but the situation is even more serious if streets, disrupting traffic.Police detained dozens of 
one believes the projections of the planning managers opposition activists.The hartal crippled normal life and 
of the country.According to an official presentation of business transactions to large extent with many main 
the Planning Commission, a copy of which is available markets and educational institutions closed. Over 1,000 
with The News, if it is assumed that all projects in the trucks laden with cargo meant for ready-made garment 
pipeline were completed on time, there would still be a export items were stranded on their way to Chittagong 
shortage of 1,544 mw till fiscal year 2019-20.seaport, some 242 km southeast of capital Dhaka, a TV 
According to the Commission, the power shortage will channel reported.Private cars were hardly seen on 
hover around 4,790 MW on an average basis in fiscal Dhaka roads but a large number of rickshaws appeared 
year 2012-13, 4,237 mw in 2013-14, 4,748 MW in 2014-in the usually bustling streets along with public 

have been registered across the country, including transport.At least 20 vehicles were also reportedly set 
4,84,16,413 males and 3,73,22,376 females.The on fire and 40 damaged fully or partially across 
number of voters in the Punjab is 4,90,05,641‚ Bangladesh in pre-hartal violence Sunday. In an 
1,87,13,573 in Sindh‚ 1,23,11,001 in Khyber incident in Dhaka, three physicians were injured as 
Pakhtunkhwa‚ 33,45,067 in Balochistan‚ 17,49,331 in miscreants hurled a bomb at their car Sunday night.A 
FATA and 6,14,176 in the Federal Area.The ECP will total of 154 main opposition men including dozens of 
allot election symbols to all political parties on Tuesday. leaders, who were detained during a raid on their 
In this regard, the commission will hold a meeting and headquarters last Monday night, were sent to jail 
has urged all political parties to send their Tuesday in connection with two assault cases against 
representatives to its Islamabad secretariat.The ECP them. Police raided (BNP) headquarters less than an 
said any party failing to send its representative would be hour after the party announced countrywide dawn-to-
allotted a symbol according to the preferences indicated dusk hartal for Tuesday to protest at what it said 
by the party in its application.He further said after the government's corruption, misrule, oppression and 
filing of nomination papers, a meeting of final "mass killings". At least 76 people were killed and 
candidates should also be held. The RPO said hundreds injured in the riots that erupted since a tribunal 15, 5,528 MW in 2015-16, 3,380 MW in 2016-17, 2,418 
instructions should also be issued to the printers and awarded death sentence to the Jamaat's Vice President MW in 2017-18, 1927 MW in 2018-19 and 1,544 MW in 
banner makers to abide by the size of the banners and Delwar Hosssain Sayeede for war crimes in 1971 Feb 2019-20.The top economic managers also concede 
posters specified by the ECP and that no violation in this 28. that the PPP-led regime failed to fix the problem of the 
respect would be tolerated.With the implementation of power sector and accumulated losses were touching Float festival celebrated with pomp and gaiety the code of conduct, no political party can hold car unprecedented levels during the ongoing fiscal year.Teppothsavam one of the most pictorial festivals of Sri rallies. There would be no restriction on the holding of “We, as a nation, failed to pursue the much-needed Parthasarathy Temple is being held now. The corner meetings; however, the political parties would be reform process in all sectors, especially in the power 
bound to inform the district administration three days sector, where wrong policies as well as wrong persons 
before the holding of public gatherings in any area. were appointed resulting in complete failure and chaos 
Opposition gets majority in Balochistan in the power sector,” added the official.He reminded that 
QUETTA: The political crisis took a new turn in this was not the whole story as losses of the power 
Balochistan with the Opposition gaining a majority in the sector were always shoved under the carpet by 
provincial assembly over Chief Minister Nawab Aslam manipulation and “parking” at different places. The 
Raisani following the resignation of over 34 provincial actual losses of the power sector are standing in the 
ministers.Over 34 provincial ministers belonging to range of Rs400 to Rs500 billion per annum.There will be 
different politico-religious groups parted ways with the a major addition in the power system of the country by 
Nawab Aslam Raisani-led government in Balochistan, fiscal year 2016-17 when 4,196 MW will be added into 
tendering their resignations to the provincial governor. the system after the import of 1,000 MW from Iran, 
Those who resigned from ministerships belong to the another import of 1,000 MW from the CASA project.
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MARIA.B
MARIA.B DESIGNS (PVT) LTD is the largest 
manufacturer and retailer of women’s fashion garments 
in Pakistan, with a large clientele in the US and Europe. 
The company was set up in 1999 by Maria. In a short 
span of 13 years, MARIA.B has created a fashion 
revolution with her exquisite designing and chic image 
which shows in all her lines from Casuals, lawn, 
Evening-Wear, Westerns to Bridals.Today MARIA.B is 
the only fashion house with a vertically integrated 
industrial scale production facility and one of the largest 
network of outlets in Pakistan. MARIA.B is all set to 
become one of the most powerful fashion houses from 
South Asia.Maria B Lawn is a summer line with most 
trendy screen designs printed on lawn with chiffon 
dupattas.taking the trend of lawn exhibitions as an 
opportunity, Maria B launched her new designer lawn 
collection entitled ‘Maria B Lawn 2013’ in a graceful 
ceremony, held at Karachi at a local lawn on Friday 
night. Event was featured with fashion presentation, 
where eight models presented looks of Maria lawn by 
wearing her 32 designs of two based colours outfits. 
Maria B exhibition grabbed the attention of a large 
number of Karachi’s citizens including celebrities.

Spring has started with all its colors…..billboards 
everywhere are equipped with the latest brands 
launching their Spring-Summer Collection 2013. We 
have featured few brands in our last two issues, now its 
turn for some more brands including the famous, 
Firdous, stunning collection of Maria.B and ever in 
stitched collection of Chinyere.

FIRDOUS:
Firdous is most successful and non classical forge 
marquee of Pakistan fashion manufacture, founded in 
1970. Freshly Firdous Cloth Architect launched new 
ZTM Chilman Rhythmic Lawn Prints Accumulation 2013 
for Women. ZTM Chilman Standard Lawn Prints lie on 
Trine Tack suits with Chiffon Dupattas, pulchritudinous 
Retentive Shirts with Churidar Pants, Garment or Reni 
form Pants. On shirts embroidered operate around 
Neckline, Sleeves and from endorse as comfortably.
Reckon for each dresses is approx $ 32 for unstitched.
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look. For party wear these dresses are perfect. The Chinyere:
colors are rich in texture and fresh in their look giving Chinyere is a brand brought to you by the House of 
outfit an elegant look in different exotic prints which Bareeze which contains some of the most prestigious 
women of all ages would love to wear.brands in the Pakistani Fashion Industry. Chinyere 

garments are designed in-step with global fashions and 
in keeping with our tradition. Catering to women as well 
as men, today Chinyere has displays at all 
Bareeze.Chinyere is a far-famed trailer ceremonial, 
easy, sleepwear, abayas, couture, titular wear and 
accessories loco mote name for women. It was 
established in 2000. Chinyere by Bareeze vocation is 
their caliber cloth and unparalleled off-the-peg patterns 
for women bust. Chinyere Assembling 2013, Raj-e-
Tarangini has been inspired from stag legacy of Kings of 
Cashmere and has a elegant tracheophyte of vibrant 
emblem and inspirational designs. The Raj-e-Tarangini 
assemblage is very ethnic and includes a lot of 
tralatitious.Chinyere lawn prints of latest summer 
collection are available in stores from 23rd of February 
2013 all around Pakistan.The whole range is in stitched 
form and unique in its own yet according to current 
fashion trends. It is surely plain clothes but has much 
color prints use. Printed lawn suits given you modern 
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first and then apply it to the rest of your face. Let it set bad forhealth -- such as dried fruits -- but the experts "How to get rid of blackheads and whiteheads”
for about 15 minutes and then rinse your face with encourage teeth brushing or mouth rinsing after Maintaining a clear and beautiful skin, takes time, 
cold water. consumption to help prevent decay.consistency and effort. Dermatologist may recommend 

lots of products, but some of them can be expensive and 
Ÿ Rice – Soak rice in milk for 5 hours and then grind may actually take a long time to work. You can, however, 

this in a blender until it is paste-like in consistency. incorporate some home remedies for blackheads and 
Use the paste as a scrub on affected areas of the whiteheads into your daily beauty regimen and in a few 
body.weeks, you will experience a drastic reduction or even 

total elimination of the problem.
Ÿ Potatoes – Grate raw potatoes and then rub the area 

with the mixture. Wash it off after 15 minutes.

Ÿ Fenugreek leaves – Crush some fenugreek leaves 
and mix with water to form a paste. Put this on the 
face for 15 minutes and then remove it. Do this every 
night to keep your face free of blackheads.

Ÿ  Coriander leaves – Mix some coriander leaves and a 
Dried Fruitslittle turmeric powder with water and form a paste. 
While dried fruits may be a definite step up from Use this as a mask to eliminate blackheads.
processed fruit snacks, they are still sticky and high in 
sugar. That means they not only adhere to teeth easily, 

Ÿ Oatmeal -Grind oatmeal into a powder in a blender 
but the sugar feeds the bacteria in the mouth, which can and then add some rose water. Use this on affected 
promote dental erosion, notes Joy Dubost, Ph.D., R.D., areas for 15 minutes and then wash it off with cold 
a spokesperson for the American Academy of Nutrition water.
and Dietetics. "I'm not saying don't eat them, but just Ÿ Toothpaste – Toothpaste is an effective blackhead Ÿ Baking soda – Prepare a mixture of equal parts of 
brush your teeth afterward," Dubost says. Messina adds and whitehead remover. Apply a thin paste to your baking soda and water and rub it onto your face or 
that regular fresh fruits don't typically have this problem infected areas and let it sit on your face for at least 25 other body areas prone to blackheads. Leave it on 
because -- even though they still have sugar -- chewing minutes. You will probably feel a burning sensation for 15 minutes and then rinse it off with warm water.
them up promotes saliva and they don't stick to the when you apply the toothpaste, but this is normal Ÿ Honey is also good for removing blackheads. 
teeth. "Fruits are generally pretty safe because they're and will pass. Once you remove the toothpaste, the Spread honey on the affected area and remove it 
good for overall health and they're chewy, so your top of your blackheads and whiteheads will after 15 minutes.
average fruit has some substance to it and we chew disappear, but you still need to thoroughly wash your Ÿ Remember – Be gentle to your skin. Never pinch, 
through it, causing us to salivate more," Messina says. face to remove the buildup underneath. Repeat this scrape, poke, press, or squeeze too hard!
"Saliva is a good thing because it has washing action home remedy every other day for two weeks.
and it's a nautral buffer [to] acid."
Sugary DrinksŸ Tomato – Tomatoes have natural antiseptic 

Worst Foods For Teeth: Make Sure To Brush After Sugary drinks, such as sodas and sports drinks, are properties that dry up whiteheads and blackheads. 
especially bad for teeth when sipping for long periods of Eating These 7 FoodsPeel and mash a small tomato. Apply the tomato 
time. "If I have a soft drink or sports drink and I'm sipping pulp to your blackheads and whiteheads before By now, we all know the basic recipe for healthy pearly 
it every 20 minutes, my teeth are getting bathed with a going to bed. Leave the tomato pulp on your face whites, including regular brushing and flossing, and a 
constant layer of acid," Messina says. "So sitting down while you sleep and then wash your face in warm diet rich in teeth-healthy foods. What we might 
and drinking it all at once, or with a meal, is better than water in the morning. notrealize is how some food choices can contribute to 
snacking or sipping throughout a meal."For this reason, the wear and tear of teeth.So what makes a food bad for 
Dubost recommends that parents don't fill their kids' Ÿ Lemon -Wash your face in warm water. Then, your smile? Matt Messina, D.D.S., consumer adviser for 
sippy cups with sugary drinks, since kids, whose teeth squeeze the juice of one lemon into a bowl. Add in a 
are still developing, tend to sip at those drinks over long pinch of salt and stir the mixture. Apply the mixture to 
periods of time.your blackheads and whiteheads. Leave the mixture 
Hard Candieson for approximately 20 minutes and then wash your 
For the same reason sipping on sodas all day is bad for face with warm water again.
teeth, hard candies aren't ideal for oral health, Dubost 
notes. These sweets pack a double whammy in that Ÿ Lime – You can also use equal parts of lime juice and 
they not only stick to the teeth, but they also linger in the cinnamon powder and apply this mixture to 
mouth for a long time as you wait for them to dissolve.blackheads. Leave it on overnight and rinse it off in 
Citrus/Acidic Foodsthe morning
Foods high in acid, such as citrus or tomatoes, can 
promote tooth decay, especially when eaten alone, Ÿ Cornstarch – Mix about a three-to-one cornstarch to 
Dubost notes. But these foods are fine to eat so long as vinegar ratio into a paste. Apply it to your problem 
you flush your mouth with water after consuming them in areas and let sit for 15 to 30 minutes. Remove the 
order to buffer the acid. Citrus not only has acid, but also the American Dental Association and a dentist in private paste with warm water and a washcloth.
sugar -- and people who have a habit of sucking on practice in Cleveland, Ohio, explains to HuffPost that 
lemons or limes are actually harmfully bathing their bacteria living in the mouth burn sugars in order to live. Ÿ Yogurt - Mix three tablespoons of plain yogurt with 
teeth in acid, Messina says. "If you look in their mouths, The byproduct of this burning is acid -- which dissolves two tablespoons of oatmeal. Add one teaspoon of 
their teeth have a shiny, glossy surface -- that's from tooth enamel and causes cavities.In general, foods that o l i ve  o i l  and  one  
constant bathing with the acids," he says. "They will are both sticky and sugary are bad for the teeth. That's tablespoon of lemon 
have almost a peculiar look in that you'll see it on the because when foods are sticky, they stay on the teeth juice to the mixture. Stir 
front surfaces of their teeth, but not the back sides of the longer, which "gives a greater chance for bacteria to the mixture thoroughly 
lower front teeth because those are under the tongue -- burn the sugars and do all the evil things that they do," and apply it to the 
and the tongue protects the surface of teeth."Messina says.Acidic foods can also be bad for the teeth, effective area of the 
Starchy Foodsas they could potentially damage the tooth enamel, he face. Let the mixture sit 
Starchy foods, such as potato chips and white bread, says. That means foods and drinks that are both acidic for five to seven minutes 
easily get trapped in teeth, which can thenfeed the and sugary (like soda), add up to double trouble for teeth then rinse off with cold 
bacteria that make up plaque, according to the Yale -- "they have a multiplying effect," he says.Saliva is water.
Medical Group.great at helping to naturally wash the mouth of little food 
Coffeeparticles and can keep food from sticking to teeth, so Ÿ Almond or oatmeal – 
Not only do drinks like coffee and tea stain the teeth, anything that stalls saliva production -- including some Mix either oatmeal or 
they also make the teeth stickier -- meaning more food medications that facilitate dry mouth -- isn't ideal for almond powder with just 
particles can latch on, Messina says.tooth health either, Messina adds.It's important to note enough rose water to make a spreadable paste. 

that some of the foods listed below aren't necessarily Apply it to your problem areas with your fingertips 
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build in five- to 15-minute breaks between meetings and sugar to it.5 Ways Acting Like a Kid Can Improve Your 
tasks at least three times today," Wortmann says. It's 2) Drink Apple Juice

Mental Health imperative to make these breaks part of your schedule, Research from the University of Massachusetts Lowell 
Whether you suffer from depression or are just having a just as you would a conference call or a presentation. (UML) indicates that apple juice increases the 
case of the winter blues, there are things you can do While three 30-minute mind-clearing breaks a day is a production of the essential neurotransmitter 
right now to help brighten your day. It's easier than you ideal, just five minutes can make a difference. Without a 
might think. Just pay attention to those little lessons you break, "you will be less productive, you will be making 
teach your kids! mistakes and you will start to feel miserable," he 

says.How to spend these mini-breaks depends on the 
person: Some may want to fool around on social media, 
some might sneak in a quick nap, and others may 
reboot by practicing a favorite meditation or breathing 
technique.Still, at work, you are bound to experience 
unpredictable moments of stress that don't fit in neatly 
on your schedule. That's because stress is a normal 
response to our workday disasters -- "it's your brain 
telling you that things aren't quite right," Wortmann 
explains. "Even the Buddha would get up and walk 
away from [an aggressive boss."So what can you do 
when an unpredictable stress storm hits? Wortmann 
says "stepping back" -- taking a 20-second break from 
that stressful moment -- is enough to turn down the 
stress response in your amygdala. "The key is to step 

acetylcholine in the brain, resulting in an increased 
memory power.
3) Sleep well

1. Do something physical. Get out of your mind and into Research indicates that the long-term memory is 
your body. Do yoga. Ride a bike. Or just stretch and take consolidated during sleep by replaying the images of 
a walk. Anything to get your body moving. If you really the experiences of the day. These repeated playbacks 
want some fun, grab a hula hoop, dance around your program the subconscious mind to store these images 
living room, or play a game of hopscotch. and other related information.
2. Get creative. You don't have to be a trained artist to 4) Enjoy simple Pleasures
make art. Do something creative, whether it is coloring Stress drains our brainpower. A stress-ridden mind 
on a napkin at a restaurant or taking a photo with your consumes much of our memory resources to leave us 
phone. The finished product doesn't matter -- it's about with a feeble mind. Make a habit to engage yourself in 
the act of being creative and looking at the world around few simple pleasures everyday to dissolve stress from 
you for little details and capturing them. your mind. Some of these simple pleasures are good for 
3. Self-soothe. Use your five senses. Taste. Smell. See. your mind, body and soul.
Hear. Touch. Taste a bite or two of something yummy. 5) Fast for a day
Smell for pleasant smells around you -- flowers, Fasting cleans and detoxifies our body. It is known fact 
perfumes, lotions. Listen to calming sounds or music that heavy food not only causes stress on our digestive 
you like. Look for tranquil or beautiful sites to focus on -- system but also drains our brainpower. Fasting relieves 

back from whatever drama, pressure or anxiety you're perhaps a tree outside your window or a painting of an toxic emotions such as anger, grief, worry, and fears – 
feeling and to remind yourself that you are in control of ocean. Keep a stone or something textured or before they accumulate and cause disease. By 
what you do with your life, what you feel and how you comforting in your pocket to touch and ground you. Pet cleansing toxic emotions, fasting strengthens metal 
experience this moment." To remind yourself that you're your pet. You can also use imagery, meditation or clarity with increases memory, concentration, creativity 
in control, try a few of these "stepping-back" techniques prayer. Guided visualization/meditation techniques or and insight.
below:prayer can be incredibly soothing, or just imagine 6) Exercise your mind
Ÿ Listen: Just listen to your surroundings, the type of yourself on your favorite vacation. Close your eyes and Just as physical exercise is essential for a strong body, 

your coworkers' keys, your breathing.feel the sun on your face and the sand under your toes. mental exercise is equally essential for a sharp and 
Ÿ Look: Look at a picture of your family, pet or a 4. Take care of your body. Eat well. Drink water. Keep a agile mind. Have you noticed that children have far 

vacation spot you love.regular bed time. Take care of any physical problems. superior brainpower than an adult does? Children have 
Ÿ Count: Wortmann quotes Thomas Jefferson, who These are things that may seem small but can definitely playful minds. A playful mind exhibits superior memory 

definitely had it right: "When angry, count to 10 affect your mood. power. Engage in some of the activities that require your 
before you speak. If very angry, count to 100."5. Have fun and be silly! Let your inner child (or real mind to remain active and playful.

Ÿ Sweep: Practice a mental sweeping of the child) be your guide. Blow bubbles, play games, make a Play scrabble or crossword puzzle, Volunteer, Interact 
chalkboard of your mind. Pause intentionally and snow angel, or try to get a slinky down more than three with others, Start a new hobby such as blogging, 
visualize an eraser ridding any overwhelming steps. Not only is it fun to act like a kid, but it keeps you in reading, painting, bird watching, Learn new skill or a 
thoughts.the present moment, instead of ruminating on the past language

Ÿor future. So go wild! The possibilities are endless. 7) Practice Yoga or Meditation
10 Simple Ways to Brain Tune Up Yoga or Meditation relives stress. Stress is a known 
Have you ever felt exasperated when you bumped into memory buster. With less stress, lower blood pressure, Work Stress: 11 Tips For Taking Control Without 
someone at the store but absolutely  couldn’t remember slower respiration, slower metabolism, and released Leaving Your Desk
their name? Sure, it happens to all of us. muscle tension follows. All of these factors contribute 

When you're stressed at work, a two-hour deep tissue Despite being the strongest computer on the planet, our significantly towards increases in our brainpower.
massage will probably do the trick. But alas, for most of brains do lapse. It’s hard to blame them really. As 8 ) Eat whole wheat
us, a massage is not a feasible corporate expense. humans, we spend much of or existence stuffing our The whole wheat germs contain lecithin. Lecithin helps 
Even so, it's important to keep our stress in check -- brains with stuff. Some stuff is worthless, some of it’s ease the problem of thehardening of the arteries, which 
especially at the office. A recent survey from meaningful, some of it, well, it’s just stuff and there is an often impairs brain functioning.
theAmerican Psychological Association found that one- endless amount of it.No matter how powerful our brains 9) Develop imagination
third of employees experience chronic stressrelated to are, they need recuperation time, to be kept in shape, Greeks mastered the principle of imagination and 
work. Chronic stress has been associated with an and even an occasional charge. Think of it as a tune up association to memorize everything. This technique 
increased risk of stroke and heart attack, and can for your brain. Skipping brain maintenance is as silly as requires one to develop a vivid and colorful imagination 
magnify a number of other health problems, including the person wandering the parking garage because they that can be linked to a known object. If you involve all 
acne, obesity and depression."The problem is that no forgot where they parked. Is that you? Are you that your senses – touching, feeling, smelling, hearing and 
one is pausing in the middle of really busy days," Jon person? Sure. We all are at some point. No worries, seeing in the imagination process, youcan remember 
Wortmann, author of "Mastering Communication at there is hope.Here are some things you can begin doing greater details of the event.
Work: How to Lead, Manage, and Influence" and a as soon as today to begin the great brain tune up. 10 ) Control your temper
HuffPost blogger, told The Huffington Post in an 1) Eat Almonds Bleached food, excess of starch or excess of white 
interview. "Making space for the normal stress of the Almond is believed to improve memory. If a combination bread can lead to nerve grating effect. This results in a 
day to recede has to happen on a regular basis."But of almond oil and milk is taken together before going to violent and some time depressive behavior. Eat fresh 
when you're so plugged into your work and the endless bed or after getting up at morning, it strengthens our vegetables. Drink lots of water and meditate or practice 
items on your to-do list, it can be hard to remember to memory power. Almond milk is prepared by crushing the yoga to relieve these toxic emotions of temper and 
check in with yourself. The solution? Making breaks a almonds without the outer cover and adding water and violent mood swings.
scheduled part of your day. "If you're stuck at your desk, 
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SHIVRATHRI
Celebrated by Hindu Mandir DDO

Maha Shivratri is a Hindu festival celebrated every This year Hindu Mandir DDO Celebrated 
year in reverence of Lord Shiva. It is also known as Mahashivratri on Mar 10, 2013.
padmarajarathri. Chairman Mr. Subash Khanna & Vice 
Shivaratri literally means the great night of Shiva. It is 

President Mr. Raj Kapoor, welcomed all the celebrated every year on the 13th night/14th day of the 
devotees to the prayers.Maagha month of the Hindu calendar.  Celebrated in 
Hon. Lysane Blanchette-Lamothe  MP the dark fortnight or Krishna Paksha(waning moon) of 

the month of Maagha according to the Shalivahana or Pierrefonds-Dollard was the Guest of Honor. 
Gujarati Vikrama or Phalguna according to the Vikrama Among other prominent attendees of the puja 
era. The festival is principally celebrated by offerings were Mr. Naseer Mehdi Khan-President India 
of Bael orBilva/Vilvam leaves to Lord Shiva, all-day Canada Organization (ICO) and other board of 
fasting and an all-night-long vigil. All through the day 

Directors of ICO. You can also take the idea the devotees, chant the sacred Panchakshara mantra 
about the event from the included pictorial view.dedicated to Lord "Om Namah Shivaya". In accordance 

with scriptural and discipleship traditions, penances are 
performed in order to gain boons in the practice of Yoga 
and meditation, in order to reach life's summum bonum 
steadily and swiftly.
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The people of Pakistan celebrate the 23rd of March, live in accordance with the tenets of Islam.The response the challenges being faced by Pakistan where 
every year, with great zeal and enthusiasm, to of the millions, to the call of ‘Unity, Faith, and intellectuals and the common man can question their 
commemorate the most outstanding achievement of the Discipline’ from their Quaid, firmly placed Pakistan on leaders as to what the country is heading towards.  
Muslims of South Asia who passed the historic ‘Pakistan the world map on August 14, 1947.  “Democracy does not exist if the people are not given the 
Resolution’ on this day at Lahore in 1940. Seventy-three The ‘Pakistan Resolution’ is believed to be the epitome liberty. In a democracy, there must be no taxation 
years ago, on March 23, 1940, at Muslim League’s 27th of goal-orientation of untiring and unfailing struggle of without representation. The people should be able to ask 
session, under Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s Indian Muslims because it actualised the dreams of our questions from the government, they should also make it 
dynamic leadership, Mr A.K. Fazl-ul-Haq moved a founding fathers for an independent state for the accountable. So, we will allow people to ask us 
resolution and demanded a separate sovereign state for Muslims of the sub-continent. It was the resolution, questions, because for us, accountability is the basis of 
the Muslims in the North West and Eastern Zones of the which made the Muslims of India discern their own democracy. I invite anyone to come and ask whatever 
sub-continent, where they were in majority. The identity and spelled out destination for them to a separate they want to.”
resolution was seconded by Ch. Khaliq-uz-Zaman and Muslim-state.Once again Pakistani Nation is going On being asked whether PTI has a contingency plan for 
supported by several prominent leaders and members of through the period of worse economic and social crises. this battle Mr Khan replied that when champions enter 
the Muslim League party to transcribe the hopes and It is need of hour to bring drastic and worthwhile change. the field they don’t fear defeat, they believe that they can 
wishes of millions of Muslims into reality. In this state of affairs another milestone, in terms of PTI’ combat anyone and this is what PTI believes in. Mr 
The words of the Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah tsunami, is going to be placed in Pakistan’s history on Imran Khan concluded by saying that PTI is all set for 
in his Presidential address to the session carried a far 23rd March. Whole Pakistani youth is with PTI in way to the elections with a campaign that will be historic. He 
deeper impression on the oppressed and demoralised this milestone and whole nation is desperately waiting further added that the 23rd of March 2013 will be a day 
Muslims at the hands of ruthless and undemocratic for the moment when the change finally took place.  A when Pakistan’s fate will be decided. He requested the 
Congress rule. Mr. Jinnah said that, “The Hindus and big tsunami will come in the form of PTI’s Jalsa at the nation to come and take a stand not for him but for them. 
Muslims belong to two different religious philosophies, same location that of where Pakistan Resolution took “Very rarely do you see a country on the edge where it 
social customs, and literature. They neither inter-marry place “Minar-e-Pakistan” on 23rd March. can change its destiny—where you move from the 
nor inter-dine together, and indeed they belong to two Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) Chairman Imran Khan, stagnant, corrupt society to a vibrant country with a 
different civilizations which are based mainly on while addressing a historic and mammoth gathering in future. If we can get this right, we hope to have a new 
conflicting ideas and conceptions.” The ‘Pakistan Peshawar on Sunday, said that those who are afraid of the Pakistan, a completely different country from what it is 
Resolution’ created deep down a sense of nationalism, PTI s tsunami would have to suffer another shock on now.”
integrity, solidarity, and enthusiasm for getting out of March 23 when they would have to see a flood of the March 23rd is the most propitious occasion for 
slavery, in the hearts and minds of the Muslims of the people of Lahore and it would not be a mere tsunami but introspection, for a reappraisal of national objectives, for 
sub-continent, which later resulted in a preponderant it would be a ‘tsunama’, which would help sweep away revisiting the past, for recollecting the Quaid’s 
movement on the basis of which Pakistan was all the corrupt forces in the forthcoming elections," inspirational words, and for delineating the train of 
established. Imran Khan said. Answering a question regarding the events that led to the creation of Pakistan. The 
Due to the persistent hostility of the Indian National upcoming jalsa on the 23rd of March 2013, Mr Khan said commemoration of the Day is an expression of the whole 
Congress, the Muslims were left with no alternative but that it will be a deciding day. He termed it as the “Battle nation’s resolute determination to preserve her 
to demand the partition of the sub-continent through the of Panipat.” “The fight this time will be in Punjab and the independence. So, let us make an effort to achieve the 
famous resolution of 23rd March, 1940. battle will begin on the 23rd. It will be a fight between objective laid down by the Quaid in his broadcast to the 
After adoption of the ‘Pakistan Resolution’, Jinnah had a the status quo and the anti status quo and PTI will fly solo nation in which he said that,“Now is the time, chance, 
clear objective before him and he struggled hard to in this fight as no alliances are possible with those who and opportunity for every Muslim to make his or her 
achieve it.Under the charismatic and sagacious don’t want change, and especially PML-N. Forming an fullest and best contribution and make the greatest 
leadership of Jinnah, the Muslims of the sub-continent alliance with PML-N is out of the question.”  Mr Imran sacrifice and work ceaselessly in the service of our 
were able to get a separate homeland where they could Khan invited Mian Nawaz Sharif for an open debate on nation and the world.”



from AB productions. As per my 
conversation with someone in that 
production house, it is trying to focus on 
issue based dramas now where the whole 
story revolves around one thing. This 
started with Jahez and now moves on to 
Daagh, which shows the misery of women 
that are unable to give birth to a boy.The 
story is simple. The girl gets married to a 
guy and gives birth to a few girls. This forces 
problems for everyone and the guy ends up 
marrying for a second time giving rise to 
more issues.The dialogues are the kind you 
get from Sarwat. However, the writer starts 
a few sub-plots but forgets about them 
midway.Overall, Daagh is compelling. It has 
a story that women would love – some might 
even shed a few tears, while the other may 
curse the villain. At the end of the day, 
Daagh is a daagh we don’t mind having on 

Daagh, which airs on ARY every Friday, is our television.
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Daagh

Go Goa Gone
 April 5,2013
Saif Ali Khan, Kunal Khemu, Vir Das

Chasme Baddoor
April 5,2013
Ali Zafar, Tapsee Pannu, Siddharth

April 5,2013
Neil Nitin Mukesh, Ameesha Patel, 
Puja Gupta

Mere dad ki Maruti is a fun, fast paced movie starring 
Saquib Salim, Rhea Chakraborty, Ram Kapoor directed 
by Ashima Chibber.   The movie is set in Chandigarh. 
Sameer and Gattu are happy go lucky college friends. 

Sameer’s dad thinks he is a good for nothing In order to 
try and impress Jasleen aka Jazleen (the Shakira of 
Chandigarh as she calls herself), he decides to borrow 
the new Maruti Etios that his dad has bought as a gift for 
his daughter and son-in-law to give away at her ‘bidai’. 
He loses the car and a series of crazy twists and turns 
ensue before the story ends.The movie is zippy and 
funny and doesn’t have a dull moment.. Though its 
essentially about teenagers and peppered with slang 
the story appeals to everyone.

Shortcut Romeo 

Upcoming Movies

In The Cimena

Movie Review

21 AND OVER
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
2:00, 5:15, 8:30

FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 3:50, 9:45

JACK THE GIANT SLAYER
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:15, 4:15, 7:15

DEAD MAN DOWN
Thu, Fri, Sat: 
1:55, 4:35, 7:20

Cineplex Montreal

Timing: Friday, 08:00 pm
Channel: ARY Digital

a huge hype after knowing the extreme choosy nature Aamir Khan rejects 200 scripts in the last 12 
of his.

months
Aamir Khan, who started his production house by 

Aishwarya Rai’s baby is a quick learnerproducing a Bollywood classic “Lagaan” in 2000 had 
Aishwarya Rai and Abhishek Bachchan’s little baby then delivered blockbusters like “Rand De Basanti”, ” 
Aardhya Bachchan is growing up very fast. Not just her Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na” has known to have rejected 200 
height, but little Aaradhya’s mind is pretty sharp for her scripts in the last 1 year including the scripts from top 
age too. She is only 16 months old but is a quick learner.directors like Vishay Bharadwaj, Pradeep Sarkar and 
Apparently, mommy Aishwarya Rai is busy giving her Priyadarshan.On the other hand all the top league 

production houses in the Bollywood have lined up their baby some home education. Recently, the actress was 
releases for 2014 and started to make schedules for over heard telling her friends that her daughter can now 
2015 releases. But Aamir Khan productions has not recite the famous ‘Gayatri Mantra’ fluently.At a recent 
even okayed one project after ‘Talaash’ even after event, a source was quoted as tel l ing a 
get t ing f looded wi th lot  of  scr ipts every tabloid,“Aaradhya can not only recite numbers from 1-
month.According to the employees at AK Productions, 10 and alphabet from A-Z, she has learnt to say the 
they receive around 15 scripts every month which go whole Gayatri Mantra as well.”Just to recollect, actor 
through a 3 round scrutiny before going to Aamir Khan Abhishek Bachchan had said in an interview earlier that 
himself to give the final wave. It has been said that out of his daughter was free to choose her own career and 
200 scripts that they have got last year only 15 made it that he would never force anything upon her.“Talking 
to last round but Aamir Khan has put the thumbs down about my daughter, I think it is completely her 
for those too.Looking at the attitude of Aamir Khan it (Aaradhya) choice, let her decide her career as and 
clearly implies that he does not want to make movies for when she wants too.” Abhishek said.Few months back 
the money but instead he wants to deliver the classics grandfather Amitabh Bachchan couldn’t stop gushing 
which are par to his factory products like ‘Lagaan’ , and how Aaradhya could operate iPad on her own. 
‘Rang De Basanti’ and after ‘Talaash’ did not do that well “Aaradhya turns on the iPad to her favorite nursery 
Aamir Khan has become even more cautious and rhythms programme all by herself… picks up remotes 
choosy.Hope there will be a new project announced wherever she can see one and points it to the TV in a 
soon from the Aamir Khan Productions which will create pretense to put it on,” Amitabh wrote on his blog.
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Shah Rukh Khan gifts Ed Hardy bike to Rohit 
Shetty

There was bewakoofi and herogiri in Jolly LLB: 
Arshad Warsi

which 50-year-old Cruise is a veteran soldier who must 
destroy the remains of an alien race and Kurylenko is a 
mysterious woman he rescues from a spaceship crash, 

Shah Rukh Khan is known for his larger-than-life acts is reported Sun online.The junket means they're going to 
well known. The same was 'experienced' by director be spending a fair amount of time together."Tom's 
Rohit Shetty on the eve of his birthday recently.Shah smitten with Olga, she speaks several languages, is 
Rukh Khan had planned a surprise party at Wai, where funny and gorgeous to boot. She's based in London and 

they've been out for a couple of dinner dates while he's 
been filming All You Need Is Kill," a source said."But he's 
got a whole arsenal of tricks up his sleeve to woo her 
when they embark on the press tour for Oblivion and fly 
between New York, Dublin and Japan. Tom's taking her 
on his private jet and is planning sushi in the sky," the 
source added.

felicitating another. In other words, on that day, Lata 
Spring break is crazy, says Spring Breakers Mangeshkar will be honoring her younger sister Asha 

Bhosle with the 'Pt Hridaynath Lifetime Achievement actress Selena Gomez
Award'.This will be the first time ever that Lata Actress-singer Selena Gomez says seeing college 
Mangeshkar will be felicitating Asha Bhosle.News is students go wild during the Spring Breakers is the 
that at the time of the award ceremony, Asha Bhosle is craziest thing she has ever experienced.The actress they all are presently shooting for their film Chennai expected to sing Marathi songs for three hours.Last witnessed students indulging in the pleasures of Spring Express. And since SRK knew that Rohit is a diehard fan year, Lata Mangeshkar had received the same award by 

of bikes and cars, he gifted the 'birthday boy' an Amitabh Bachchan.
expensive Ed Hardy bike! In addition to that, he had also 
invited Rohit's family for the bash at the hotel.

Lootera Ranveer couldn't take his eyes off Needless to say that, Rohit was very overwhelmed by 
SRK's gesture! Sonakshi 

Bollywood actor Ranveer Singh couldn't take his eyes 
off co-star Sonakshi Sinha, whom he will be romancing 
in period drama Lootera. The two were enacting a scene 
from their movie at the first look launch, which took place 

Arshad Warsi has done it. In a career lasting decade and 
a half, he has managed to score his first success as a 
solo lead with Jolly LLB. Though he has enjoyed 
success on a continued note in films which two, three or 
four main leads, the fact remains that with Jolly LLB, 
Arshad is turning a new chapter in his career.There is 
unanimous appreciation from all quarters for Jolly LLB 

Break as she filmed the movie Spring Breakers and 
admitted she was shocked by what goes on at the 
annual college vacation, reported MTV News."That's 
the craziest thing I've ever experienced. I know we've 
never been on spring break, so I've never actually been 
to motel parties where you hop to each room. That's 

at Liberty cinema in Mumbai on March 15. Ranveer, who what this was," said Gomez.Co-star Ashley Benson 
is shooting for Gunday, said while portraying his role in admitted she too was gobsmacked by what she saw 
the movie directed by Vikramaditya Motwane, he was other girls doing."We would literally be doing takes, and 
initially frustrated as he felt he could not do justice to the we were surrounded by real spring breakers. We were 
character in this period romance drama film. Sonakshi, kind of thrown into this whole thing and just – I've never 
Ranveer enact their parts with perfection. The movie seen anything like it. Literally, girls would be making out with not a single soul terming the film disappointing. 
film will take the viewers back in the world of 1950s. and their clothes would come off, and I was like, 'Oh With 'junta' at large following suit as well, guess the 

God, the bottoms!'"And then they'd come off. (I was going must be indeed good for you now?I would give 
thinking), I don't even know what I'm doing here," said credit to Subhash (Kapoor) for that. He is a great Tom Cruise eyeing Bond girl Olga Kurylenko?
Benson.director and knows a thing or two about performances. Former Bond Girl Olga Kurylenko has reportedly caught 

Usko pata hai ki kahan rokna hai or kitna kheenchna hai. the eye of Tom Cruise after starring together in Oblivion.
When you are telling the story of a guy who comes from 
a small town and takes on the biggest lawyer of the 
country, it is obvious that kahin bewakaoofi hogi aur kahi 
herogiri. All of that had to be believable and it is this very 
believability that has worked with the audience.What 
has also worked in a major way is your face-off with 
Boman Irani. Since the Munnabhai series, seems like 
he is an antagonist for you in each of your outings 
together.In Munnabhai series, the face-off was more 
between Sanju and Boman (laughs). In case of Jolly 
LLB, Boman took this film because no one else could 
have been seen in such a part. He is so believable as a 
lawyer who is sharp minded with a bang on vocabulary. 
Something like that comes naturally to him. He was an 
absolute choice and I remember Subhash keeping the 
film on hold for two months till Boman stepped in.

Cruise, who split from wife Katie Holmes last year, has 
been quietly laying the groundwork after meeting the 

Lata Mangeshkar to honour sister Asha Bhosle 33-year-old Ukrainian beauty on the sets of their new 
Come March 31, and we will get to see one nightingale film.The pair are about to tour to promote the film, in 
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The first Hum awards were made all the more Qavi Khan, Talat Hussain, Munawwar Saeed, Anwar trophies at the event: Best Solo Artist: Shehzad Roy 
conspicuous by the attendance of a very large number of Maqsood, Shakeel and Abid Ali. Co-host Wasay (Apne Ullo); Best Music Video: Sayed Ali Raza (Bailiya 
celebrities at the Expo Centre on Tuesday night. Chaudhry then joined Mahira Khan to carry on with the by Faakhir); Best Original Soundtrack: Mere Qatil Mere 
The red carpet came alive with interviews of superstars, ceremony punctuated by a song and dance medley Dildar; Lifetime Achievement Award: Moin Akhtar; Best 
fashionistas and solo/group music acts who came forth featuring Ahsan Khan and Mehwish Hayat on Bollywood Designer — Women’s Wear: Nomi Ansari; Best 
in large numbers to support the awards ceremony hit numbers Mujhe To Teri Lut Lag Gaye from Race 2, Designer — Menswear: Deepak Perwani; Best Model — 
organised by the popular entertainment channel. It was Matru Ki Bijli Ka Mandola from the film by the same name Female: Ayyan; Best Model — Male: Abbas Jaffri; Best 
followed by the awards ceremony which started and Biddu’s remix of Nazia and Zoheb Hasan’s Disco Actor in a Comic Role: Uroosa Siddiqui; Best Sitcom: 
somewhat late and continued well past midnight. Deewanay.Umer Sharif was rightly introduced on stage Extras; Best Host: Fahad Mustafa; Best Drama Series: 
Renowned folk and Sufi singer Abida Parveen opened as the ‘King of comedy’ and he lived up to the reputation Kitni Girhain Baqi Hain; Best Actor Female Soap: 
the event by singing ever-popular numbers, Yaar Ko first by tricking both the technical crew and audience into Sumbul (Raju Rocket); Best Actor Male Soap: Imran 
Hum Ne Jabaja Dekha and Naara-i-Mastana in her believing the sound system had given way, and then Aslam (Nikhar Gaye Gulab Saaray); Best Soap: Mujhe 
typical style, followed by a word from the main sponsor. picking on old-time friend Jawaid Sheikh in an exchange Roothnay Na Dena; Best New Sensation — Television: 
Hosts Mahira Khan and actor-model Mikael pulled a few of banter. He then went on to deliver his version of Shehryar Munawar (Mere Dard Ko Zaban Milay) & 
light-hearted punches at interior minister Rehman Malik improvisational stand-up comedy by passing comments Soonha Abro (Sanjha); Best Actor in a Supporting Role 
shortly before the award categories were announced. on the flooding of Chinese products in the local markets — Female: Samina Peerzada (Roshan Sitara) & 
A heartfelt moment arrived when Anwar Maqsood was as well as a hilarious recollection of the different accents Shagufta Ijaz (Mere Qatil Mere Dildar); Best Actor in a 
called onstage to give away the Lifetime Achievement adopted by in flight cabin crew while making Supporting Role — Male: Mohib Mirza (Shehr-i-Zaat); 
Award to Moin Akhtar, and the trophy was received by announcements on the PA system and otherwise. Best Writer — Drama Serial: Umera Ahmed (Maat); Best 
Bushra Ansari in the absence of the late performer’s son. Punjabi Indian artist Rabbi Shergill was the big surprise Director — Drama Serial: Farooq Rind (Sanjha); Best 
A premier song and dance performance from Pakistan’s of the evening and straightaway he launched into a live Drama Serial: Shehr-i-Zaat; Most Challenging Subject: 
first sports film presented by Humayun Saeed’s Six version of Challa followed by more lively renditions of Dastaan; Excellence in the Field of Music: Raees Ahmed 
Sigma, Main Hoon Shahid Afridi, was up next followed by Bulla Ki Jana Mein Kaun, Tere Bin Sanu Sohniya and Khan; Best On-Screen Couple: Fawad Khan & Mahira 
more awards in the fashion category. Bushra Ansari Challa again.Hum TV Network president Sultana Khan (Humsafar); Best Actor — Female: Mahira Khan 
announce Recognition Awards to be given away to 10 Siddiqui then called on the blockbuster serial Humsafar (Shehr-i-Zaat), and Best Actor — Male: Noman Ijaz (Bari 
legendary Pakistan TV artists by Hum Network CEO team to present them with awards in various categories Apa).
Duraid Qureshi. They recipients were: Nayyar Kamal, ranging from production, technical crew and cast.The 
Zaheen Tahira, Badar Khalil, Qazi Wajid, Mohammad following are the categories and winners who received 

HUM TV Awards 2013: Event Summary
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o you need to provide care or support to a If you apply for maternity/parental benefits through the 
gravely ill family member;you have earned Quebec Parental Insurance Program, Service Canada 
a minimum amount of self-employed cannot issue you an EI access code.
earnings during the calendar year How to ApplyQ: Saeed from Montreal asks, I had a baby last month 
preceding the year you submit a claim. If you are a resident of Quebec and would like to file a and I am a self employed, am I eligible for Child benefits 
This amount may change from year to year. new claim for benefits for a birth or adoption, there are or unemplyement insurance?
If you want to apply for benefits in 2013, two ways to apply for benefits:Ans: You have asked a very good question, the detail 
for example, you would need to earn at By using online Québec Parental Insurance Plan online below will explain how the system works,
least $6,342 in 2012; and services. Or,By calling the customer service centre, atEligibility for Benefits Registering: Ÿ for EI sickness claims – you have provided a medical 1 888 610-7727.

You can enter into an agreement, or register, with the certificate as proof that you are unable to work 
Canada Employment Insurance Commission through because of illness, injury, or quarantine; or
Service Canada if you: o for compassionate care benefit claims – 
Ÿ operate your own business, or if you work for a you have provided medical proof showing 

corporation but cannot access EI benefits because that a gravely ill family member who is at risk 
you control more than 40% of the corporation’s of dying within 26 weeks needs your care 
voting shares; and or support; or

Ÿ are either a Canadian citizen or a permanent o for EI maternity or parental benefit claims – 
resident of Canada. you have provided the expected date of birth 

Note: Some individuals who work independently and of the child and the actual birth date once it 
are not hired as employees cannot register for these EI has occurred, or the official placement date 
special benefits because they are already eligible to in the case of adoption.
receive benefits through the regular EI program: If you are self-employed and are also receiving 
barbers, hairdressers, taxi drivers, drivers of other insurable earnings as an employee, you can choose to 
passenger vehicles who are not hired as employees but apply for EI special benefits either as a self-employed 
whose employment is insurable under the EI person or as an employee, as long as you qualify for 
Regulations, and fishers who are included as insured both.
persons under the EI Fishing Regulations. Important Message for Quebec Residents Who 

Apply for Maternity/Parental Benefits:Qualifying for EI:
On March 15, the Government of Canada changed the Once you have registered and waited 12 months from 
Employment Insurance (EI) Regulations, which affects the date of your confirmed registration, you will qualify 
Records of Employment (ROEs).for EI special benefits if:
The changes apply only to ROEs that employers submit Ÿ you have reduced the amount of time devoted to 
electronically through Service Canada's online your business by more than 40% because:
services, such as ROE Web.o your child was born;
Electronic Records of Employment are accessible o you are caring for your newborn or 
online for a period of 2 years and they can be viewed in adopted child or children;
My Service Canada Account.o you are ill, injured, or in quarantine; or

Ask ProfessionalAsk Professional

Siddique Katiya, the name 
does not require any further 
introduction, one of the most 
valuable professional and 
community worker in South 
Asian community with years 
of experience in civil service. 
community organizations 
and cultural issues.  He has 
always been there for the 
community when community 
needs him. Professional 
background in Accounting
and Taxation laws with comprehensive knowledge of 
federal, provincial and city compliance and legal 
matters , and when it comes to religion his knowledge 
surpass most scholars, he has always been a true 
guide for the community.

Syncmag is happy to announce that he agreed to our 
request to answer questions from the community, 
readers are welcome to ask any question, he will 
answer them in this section. You can send your 
questions to:
asksprofessional@syncmag.ca

EARLY HELP: Kids from low socio-economic-status perform a monologue at bedtime. It’s all about “dialogic How can you boost your kid’s IQ? Here are 5 
families whose parents get early access to intense reading,” which involves asking kids questions while 

ideas parenting training and educational resources can gain they’re reading, asking them to think and extrapolate. 
A new meta-analysis of gold-standard, randomized more than seven IQ points, Protzko found. “These It’s not clear why this style of reading works so well. 
controlled trials has found there are reliable ways to studies take children from poverty and restructure their There could be a specific cognitive benefit to all that 
boost a child’s IQ by age 5, including supplements and entire lives, sometimes from birth. And many of them outside-the-pages work. Or it could just play a role in 
interactive reading. “Genes are the most important are the most intense programs you can think of – trying speeding up language development, which is a known 

to recreate the cognitive environment of an upper- pathway to higher IQs.
middle-class lifestyle.” Amid the good news, though, is MUSIC: If you pride yourself on blaring Mozart or taking 
the fact that such interventions remain theoretical for your young kids to concerts, don’t expect an IQ boost 
most. “They’re not necessarily practical; a mother can’t just yet. Only one high-quality study on the topic, and it 
do this on their own. It’s a massive restructuring”. The found no effect on intelligence. “It was about musical 
more complex the programs, the better. And programs 
that included visits to learning centers boosted the 
effects further. While not as relevant to middle- and 
upper-middle-class parents, the findings are useful for 
policy-makers.
PRE-SCHOOL: While the preschool studies Protzko 
examined only focused on the gains made by kids living 
in poverty, he says the results could be applicable to 
any preschool children. One theory is that preschool 
offers novel stimuli, and opportunities to practice 
problem solving and navigate social interactions – 
activities that may increase underlying intelligence. 
“What seems to be happening is that the child’s 
intelligence seems to be adapting to the new demands part, but that doesn’t mean intelligence can’t be 
placed on it.” Preschools that focus on language changed,” says John Protzko, a doctoral candidate in 
development are even more successful, showing gains psychology at New York University, author of the study 
of more than four IQ points. It’s possible, he writes, that published in Perspectives of Psychological Science. 
these gains are due to kids being exposed to the kinds “You’re not going to be creating superhuman. It’s going 
of things that get tested. “Young children cannot define to give your kids a leg up.” For young children, here’s appreciation and the idea was to listen to music and see 
a word that they have not encountered, nor can they what works and what doesn’t. if involvement in the musical arts … would have any 
identify a picture of an item that they have never seen. FISH OIL: Protzko found evidence that supplementing lasting effect on intelligence. And it doesn’t.” However, 
Therefore, preschool may raise intelligence test pregnant women’s diets and baby formula with the fatty as his research moves into its next phase, which will 
performance merely by exposing young children to the acids known as docosahexaenoic (DHA) – found in fish focus on school-age children, he expects the finding 
information and vocabulary works included on these oil – can boost the intelligence of young children by may shift as children learn to play instruments 
tests”. more than 3.5 points by age 3 to 5. Mothers-to-be were themselves.
INTERACTIVE READING: this is the one that parents generally given more than 1,000 mgs a day and 
can immediately try to implement at home with kids formulas included 0.2 per cent to 0.5 per cent of the 
three and half and younger. And there could be more nutrient. These fatty acids are an essential resource in 
than six IQ points in it. We all know reading is important. brain development; one theory is that DHA helps 
But it’s not enough to have shelves of books and infants develop their prefrontal cortex. 
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Eating disorders patient keeps presenting with sports injuries. which foodstuffs are dissolved and transported. It helps 
Eating disorders – the facts regulate our body temperature through sweating.A 2 In 2009, the Royal College of Psychiatrists estimated 
So now let’s look in detail at the various types of eating per cent loss in the water surrounding our cells can that eating disorders affect roughly 7 young women in 
disorder. result in a 20 per cent drop in energy levels.While our every 1,000, and 1 in every 1,000 young men.
Anorexia nervosa bodies can survive without food for around three weeks, The common eating disorders are:
Ÿ Anorexics restrict the amount they eat and drink – without water we can only live for three days.Dr Keith Ÿ anorexia (often called ‘anorexia nervosa’)

often to dangerous levels. Barnard, GP, says: 'The body tries desperately hard to Ÿ bulimia (often termed ‘bulimia nervosa’)
Ÿ The usual age range for the onset for anorexia retain water if there is no intake, so hardly any urine is Ÿ binge eating disorder.

nervosa has been reported to be from 14 to 25 years. passed. If a person is in a normal temperature and not But why do they occur?
Ÿ In anorexia there's a refusal to maintain weight at a exposed to the wind they could probably last longer than The reasons are complex, and they are connected with 

normal level. three days - maybe as long as a week.'We cannot live our rather curious and ambivalent attitude to food.
Ÿ Anorexics have an intense and growing fear of long without water because we have no reserves of it in Mixed messages about food:At a recent international 

gaining weight or of becoming fat. our body.
Ÿ Anorexic girls can become so seriously So do you really need to drink at least eight glasses 

undernourished that their periods stop and downy of water every day?
hair appears on their bodies. On average, your body loses 1-1.5 litres of water a day. 

Ÿ Anorexics frequently have mood swings and will If someone is undertaking a lot of activity, and therefore 
usually feel cold. breathing and sweating more, they would lose more.

Bulimia nervosa Dr Barnard says: 'It is not essential to always drink a set 
Ÿ A bulimic has an uncontrollable urge to eat vast amount regardless of circumstances. The body is very 

amounts of food. good at regulating water.'If you drink too much, your 
Ÿ Bulimics have an emotional hunger that cannot be 

satisfied.
Ÿ Bulimics binge then vomit, or use laxatives or 

diuretics, as a means of controlling weight.
Ÿ Bulimics are frequently of normal weight and often 

suffer from mood swings.
Ÿ In severe cases, the bulimic can develop 

conference, one of the speakers said that 'the majority dangerously low levels of essential minerals in the 
of women have a slightly odd relationship with body that can badly 
food'.Although this seems a rather sweeping statement, affect – sometimes 
most of the females in the audience promptly nodded. fatal ly – the vital 
At a recent international conference, one of the organs.
speakers said that 'the majority of women have a 

Ÿ Occasionally, severe 
slightly odd relationship with food'.Although this seems bulimia can lead to 
a rather sweeping statement, most of the females in the heart attacks.
audience promptly nodded. Compulsive or binge body will get rid of the excess, so you will pass urine Certainly, many adult women have a ‘love-hate’ eating more often and it will look almost clear.'If you don't drink relationship with their food. Furthermore, a lot of them 

Ÿ A compulsive eater will enough, your body will save water by concentrating manage (quite unintentionally) to pass on mixed indulge in regular your urine, which will look darker, and your brain will tell messages about food to their children.Listen, for episodic overeating of you that you need more water by making you feel example, to two female friends lunching together. If they large amounts of food thirsty.'Another thing to keep in mind is that water is succumb to the delights of the dessert trolley one will p e r c e i v e d  t o  b e  found in fruits, vegetables, milk and juices. Water from almost certainly say to the other: 'I shouldn't be having fattening. these sources will go some way to meeting your daily this.'In other words, she is indulging her pleasure, but 
Ÿ A sufferer will think obsessionally about food and requirements, so people do not need to drink a full eight she's punishing herself as she does so.Most probably, weight. glasses of water on top of this (see Table 1).her friend will say something like: Oooh yes, I shouldn’t 
Ÿ A compulsive eater will have a sense of being out of Senior nutrition scientist Gail Goldberg says: 'There is a be having this either – but isn’t it lovely!’And it is that very control. perception generated, for example by newspapers and type of thought – constantly, if unwittingly, being passed 
Ÿ A compulsive eater will indulge secretly. magazine articles, that all our water requirement has to on to children – which has helped to increase the 
Ÿ A sufferer will eat until he or she feels uncomfortably come from “water".'My colleagues and I would never feelings of ambivalence about food among women in full. say that people should only drink water. It's a matter of today's society.
Ÿ Some sufferers say that they never feel full and that individual choice and availability.'How do you know if you have an eating disorder? they always have a sense of emptiness.

So what is an eating disorder? Treatment
Formerly the Eating Disorders Association, beat (beat The one thing that all the experts agree on in the 
eating disorders) says: 'An eating disorder occurs when treatment of eating disorders – particularly in the case of Food                                 Contenteating or not eating is used to help block out painful anorexia nervosa – is that it should begin sooner rather Apples (100g)                      84.5gfeelings.'Beat also says that without appropriate help than later. Start by going to your GP. Grapes (100g)                      81.8gand treatment, such difficulties may persist throughout Treatment is likely to consist of one or more of the Milk (1 pint)                    531.8glife. following: Broccoli (85g)                    77.43gHow widespread is the problem?

Ÿ counselling Sweet corn (85g)                    59.42gThere's no doubt that eating disorders are on the 
Ÿ family therapy Tomato soup (220g)    185.24gincrease.Beat currently provides rather higher 
Ÿ group therapy The Macrobiotic Association of Great Britain (MAGB) estimates than those of the Royal College of 
Ÿ support group involvement says that a person following a macrobiotic diet does not Psychiatrists.Beat believes that 1.15 million people in 
Ÿ drama or arts therapy necessarily need to drink as much water as someone this country have a significant problem and that 
Ÿ nutritional advice. who is on a regular diet.Macrobiotic cook and teacher between 60,000 and 90,000 of those are having It's vital to accept one important fact however, which is Bob Lloyd says: 'The type of foods we [people following treatment. that the person must want to get better if treatment is to a macrobiotic diet  eat contain a lot of water and are less Female or male? advance very far.In a way the situation is much like that dehydrating, therefore there is less need to drink.'When we talk of eating disorders we tend to think of excessive smokers, drinkers or drug takers.Like Can drinking water help you lose weight?'female'. But it's important to recognise that a significant them, a person with an eating disorder is a kind of A reasonable water intake can help with weight loss. We minority of people who have an eating disorder are addict: he or she becomes locked into an addictive form need around half a cup of water for every 100 calories male. And it has recently been claimed that of those of behaviour concerning food and exercise. we burn.Dr Roger Henderson, GP, explains: 'Drinking men with eating disorders, 25 per cent are gay.

before eating may help you lose weight because the It's also claimed that the vast majority of 'eating 
brain can generate energy from water and food.disordermen' were bullied at school. The water myth
'When water is used instead of food then none is stored Excessive exercise In recent years, drinking large quantities of water has as fat - as is the case with unused food - and excess In the case of some youngsters – notably young men – become one of the mantras for healthy living. Every water passes out of the body with no weight gain.the emphasis of the disorder is on excessive exercise magazine has had its version of 'drink water and be So how much should you drink?rather than on food. Indeed many people are nowadays healthy' or 'drink water and lose weight'. But do we really The minimum figures for the body's daily water loss are 'addicted' to exercise.At first sight an excessive need to drink the mythical eight glasses of water every 500ml through urine and 700ml through breathing and exerciser will look extremely fit. So much so that his day?Human beings are made up of around 75 per cent sweating.Doctors advise that to be on the safe side we friends, parents or GP will be unlikely to spot the water. Two thirds of our bodily water is found inside our should drink at least 1.2 litres of liquids (2.5 pints). So, problem until it's got completely out of hand.But some cells, with the rest between the cells and in our remember, although water is essential, you don't need doctors are particularly clued up about this kind of blood.Water provides the medium in which all the to become obsessed about drinking eight glasses aday!syndrome, and they're likely to pick up on it when a body's chemical reactions take place and the solution in 

Table 1: Examples of the water content of some 
foods according to the British Nutrition 
Foundation.
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India v Australia: Mahendra Dhoni leads hosts to 
series win

England bowling coach frustrated with slow 
wickets

Anderson has bowled 70 overs and taken seven constructive discussions with team management back 
wickets for 232 runs while Finn has bowled 57-odd in Mohali over the past few days," Watson said."We've 
overs and taken three wickets for 210 runs.While Saker spoken about how we are going to work together to 

India beat Australia by six wickets in the third Test in felt both were one decent bowling spell away from move forward, as Australia attempts to climb back to the 
Mohali to complete a series victory over the tourists. changing the course of a match, England needed all top of the ICC rankings."I've a burning ambition to be an 
In a tight finish on the final day, skipper Mahendra Dhoni three of their bowlers working together as a unit to put Australian Test player for as long as I can be and help 
smashed three consecutive fours to earn victory with 15 pressure on New Zealand.When you’re trying to get 
balls remaining.India, who now lead the four-match teams out on pitches like this you need all three of your 
series 3-0, had been set 133 to win after bowling out quicks working really well together,” he added. “We’ve 

worked well together in patches but we know as a team 
when we put it together as a three quick and spinner 
combination we’re pretty hard to handle no matter what 
surface we get.”

Pakistan finish sixth as Aussies win Azlan Shah 
Cup
IPOH, Malaysia: Pakistan finished in the sixth position 
after India defeated them 4-2 in the match for the fifth 
spot of Sultan Azlan Shah Cup here on Sunday, while 

Australia win those big Test series as well as the big ICC 
Australia beat hosts Malaysia to clinch the title.Pakistan 

tournaments."I'm looking forward to getting around the 
took the lead through Muhammad Imran from their first 

boys again and concentrating on moving forward.
penalty corner attempt, but India hit back through Australia for 223 in their second innings.Virat Kohli top- "I'm entirely committed to the team and being the best 
Rupinder from a penalty corner.Then Akashdeep Singh scored with 34 before Dhoni (18 not out) completed the player I can be," he said.Watson is spending time with 
netted a field goal, and Malak Singh increased the lead. win.India's victory had been built upon a fantastic his wife, who gave birth last week, but intends to fly out 
Pakistan’s second goal came from Syed Kashif Shah innings by man-of-the-match Shikhar Dhawan, who to India in time to play in the fourth and final Test on 22 
before Rupinder scored again.India had beaten their scored the fastest century on debut in Test cricket as March in Delhi.He left India saying he was considering 
archrivals in the preliminary round as well.Meanwhile, India compiled 499 all out in their first innings in reply to giving up international cricket following his fall out with 
world champions Australia won their seventh Azlan Australia's 408 all out.Opening batsman Dhawan, 27, Arthur.

took 85 balls to reach his 100 and went on to score 187 
in an opening wicket stand of 289 with Murali Vijay 
(153)."It's a dream come true," said Dhawan. "When I 

INDIAN WELLS: Maria Sharapova beat Caroline entered the game, I was nervous for three or four balls.
Wozniacki 6-2, 6-2 on Sunday to win her second Indian "But once I got into my rhythm I just played my natural 
Wells WTA title in emphatic style.The 25-year-old game.
Russian, already projected to supplant Australian Open 
champion Victoria Azarenka at No. 2 in world rankings 

WELLINGTON: Relatively low, slow pitches in the first 
two Tests of the series against New Zealand have taken 
away a lot of the spectacle of Test cricket, England 
bowling coach David Saker has said.The second Test Shah title, defeating hosts Malaysia 3-2 in an exciting 
between the two sides is heading for a damp draw on final as South Korea claimed the third place.The final 
Monday after rain washed out virtually all of the two went down to the wire with Trent Mitton scoring the 
afternoon sessions at the Basin Reserve on Sunday winner in the game’s dying moments, leaving Malaysia 
with New Zealand on 162 for two, still 49 runs from runner-ups for a fourth time.But the home team could 
making England bat again.The first Test at University take heart from a spirited performance which began 
Oval in Dunedin, which was also affected by rain, ended with them taking an early lead courtesy a penalty corner 

by reaching her first final of the season, broke in a draw with both sides producing scores in excess of by Faizal Saari, Malaysia’s second of the match, in the 
Wozniacki twice in each set en route to the victory in one third minute of play.The Australians fought back hard 
hour and 21 minutes.The Russian opened the second and put their opponents under pressure, as Nick 
set with another break, Wozniacki a bit unlucky with a Budgeon scored from their first penalty corner in the 
double fault on break point as her second serve 29th minute.A minute later Craig Boyne added a second 
bounced off the net cord.Sharapova broke her again for off a field attempt to give his team the first-half 
a 5-2 lead, and served it out with a love game edge.Ahmad Tajuddin Jalil scored the equaliser in the 
punctuated by a service winner on match second half, but the match ended with heartbreak for 
point.Wozniacki, a former world No. 1 who owns 20 the home team in the 70th minute.Mitton was named the 
WTA titles, has still never beaten a top-three player in a man-of-the-match for the final, while Malaysia’s Faizal 
final. (AFP)and India’s Rupinder Pal Singh were the tournament’s 

top scorers with six goals each.Malaysia coach Paul 
Revington said the last-minute loss was “disappointing” 
but added the team put up a “good effort (while) playing INDIAN WELLS: Rafael Nadal defeated Juan Martin del 
one of the best teams in the world”.South Korea took Potro 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 on Sunday to win his third Indian 400 runs, with England batting 170 overs to save the 
bronze after edging out last year’s winner New Zealand Wells ATP Masters title.Nadal cemented his return from game in their second innings.Saker, however, said he 
2-1.The Koreans took the lead in the first half through a a seven-month injury layoff with his first hard court title felt frustrated as a bowling coach and for the fans 
penalty corner converted by Hyun Hye-Sung.New since 2010.He came back in February to post a runner-watching the matches that the bowlers from both sides 
Zealand got the equaliser in the second half through were being taken out of the game by the benign wicket.
Stephen Jenness, but the Koreans secured their third-“It’s not a great spectacle for Test cricket when you’re 
place finish thanks to another penalty corner by Nam playing on lowish, slowish wickets and it makes it hard 
Hyun-Woo.South Korea team manager Shin Seok-Kyo for batsmen to score and bowlers to prise their wickets 
said it was a good finish after a poor start to the out,” the Australian told reporters after play was 
tournament earlier in the week.“We are still early in our abandoned. “From where I’m sitting, I always like to see 
preparations, and this will help us with the younger the ball get through and see batsmen playing off front 
players coming through the ranks,” he added.and back foot and seeing catches behind the wicket 

always excites me.“These wickets you mainly have to 
prepare for batsmen error and you have to be really 
patient so that you can build enough pressure up so the 
batsmen make mistakes. “Unfortunately that doesn’t Australian vice-captain Shane Watson plans to return to up finish in Vina del Mar, followed by victories at Sao really go so much for the bowlers’ skills, it’s waiting for the tour of India despite being dropped for one match. Paulo and Acapulco. But none of those modest clay the batter to make a mistake.”England’s pace bowlers, Watson, 31, flew home to Sydney last Tuesday to court tournaments posed the challenge he faced at who were seen as key to the Test series after James consider his future as an international player after being Indian Wells, where the field featured 49 of the top 50 Anderson and Steven Finn exploited pace and bounce one of four men dropped for the third Test.He was left players in the world. (AFP)in the limited overs series, have been mostly nullified so out for failing to deliver feedback on how the team could 
far in the Test series.In the three innings so far, improve, as requested by coach Mickey Arthur."I've had 

Shane Watson intends to return to Australia's tour 
of India

Sharapova routs Wozniacki for Indian Wells title

Tennis: Rafael Nadal clinches Indian Wells title
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